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This Session = 
Modeling

Read the world before the word 

- Paulo Freire



Critical 
Information 

Literacy

“takes into consideration the social, 
political, economic, and corporate 
systems that have power and 
influence over information 
production, dissemination, access, 
and consumption”  - Gregory and 
Higgins, 2013



Critical Education Theory



 Transformative Learning Critical Pedagogy

Goal of Education Transformation and 
emancipation (individual)

Liberation (individual and 
society)

Evidence of Learning Change in thinking based on 
critical evaluation and 
reflection on self within 
society (frames of reference)

Change in thinking based on 
critical evaluation and 
reflection on self and society

Evidence of Critical 
Reflection

Perspective transformation Conscientization

What makes education 
meaningful?

Reflection Transformation

Ineffective methods  Mechanistic, banking



Teacher Goals
● Reflexivity

○ Critical pedagogy requires teachers to have a reflexive praxis
○ And to teach students reflective practices

● Developing criticality 
○ Teach students to discern inaccuracies, distortions, bias, and falsehoods

● Empowerment
● “to teach is not to transfer knowledge but to create the possibilities for the 

production or construction of knowledge.” (Freire)



Common CIL Teaching Methods
● Dialogue
● Problem-posing
● Critical source evaluation
● Subject headings and information organization
● Student-created information organization and curation



CIL Teaching Techniques
● Develop goals around student engagement and voice and start with what they 

know
● Avoid canned searches or a tightly focused script
● Allow for a messy process
● Create a constructivist classroom / put students in charge
● Remove oneself from a position of authority



Why Teaching 
CIL is Hard

“fear of losing control shapes 
and informs the professorial 
pedagogical process to the 
extent that it acts as a barrier 
preventing constructive 
grappling with issues of class 
[fill in the blank]” - bell hooks



Why Assessing 
CIL is Hard

“Experiential education [can be] 
experience rich, but theory poor.” 
(Breunig, 2005)

     
“Educational theories are [often] 
theory rich but experience poor.” 
(Eisner, 2002)

 



Theory Informed Assessment
● Praxis!
● Use the basics of the theory to develop your assessment plan

○ Write student learning outcomes
○ Develop activities based on desired outcomes
○ Specifically list the ideas you want to be addressed in dialogue and problem-solving

● Peer observation + personal reflection



Outcomes for this Session
● Attendees will develop a basic understanding of critical information literacy 

theory in order to use it to inform assessment planning.
○ Activity: slides introducing CIL theory and teaching methods; Q&A
○ Assessment: teacher reflection

● Attendees will practice teaching and assessment techniques for the major CIL 
teaching methods in order to apply these methods in their own practice.

○ Activity one: develop idea list for empowerment dialogue; dialogue role play at tables
○ Activity two: problem solve as a large group
○ Activity three: wrap-up group dialogue on Freire’s “reading the world before the word”



Dialogue
Assessment Techniques

● Teacher reflection
● Student reflection
● Expectation connection
● Not just Q&A
● Deconstruct a source

Teaching Techniques

● Develop goals that focus on 
student voices, info knowledge, 
understanding, and experience

● Allow students time to make 
meaningful connections with the 
material

● Carve out space at the beginning 
of the class to create 
expectations

● Should be more than just 
personal reflection; true critical 
dialogue includes theorizing



“Some of the things that Freire was writing really made sense for illiterate 
people living in Brazilian ghettos, [but] ...Paulo Freire doesn’t live in the 
suburbs. When they each drive their own car and everyone pulls out their own 
iPad and iPhone, talking about empowerment doesn’t seem to always make 
sense. And sometimes you’re talking to them as empowered people. The 
people that are empowered [are] sometimes in the classroom with people who 
are less empowered and that in and off itself can be a very powerful 
conversation in higher ed if it’s handled in the right way?”



Problem-Posing
Assessment Techniques

● Did they solve the problem?
○ What got in their way?
○ What would help next time?
○ Did they integrate learned 

experiences?

● Analyze popular media with 
rhetorical devices

Teaching Techniques

● Structure entire class session 
around a real world problem or 
construct a problem for students 
to consider and discuss

● Encourage students to integrate 
lived experiences in learning

● Structure is necessary - includes 
providing directions, structure, 
curriculum content, and setting 
the stage for academic rigor



“We had] the students decide what they needed to learn about research. And so 
we had them come up with things they needed to learn [and] categorize it 
all...[Then] they broke into groups and selected which piece they wanted to be 
responsible for...[T]hey had the library sessions to work with me and [professor] 
and with their groups to figure out answers to their questions and then figure out 
how to teach the class and then teach the class those things, which I think sounds 
great. But it doesn’t work because the students learn their little module 
or...questions they are trying to answer, but they’re not teachers. And so you 
realize oh wait I actually know how to teach somewhat and they don’t and so they 
end up learning only this one little thing and sitting through kind of bad 
presentations by the rest of the class. So it would have required a lot more 
intensive work with them.”



Source Evaluation
Assessment Techniques

● Evaluate their evaluation
● What’s not in the database?
● Wikipedia

○ Look at different country entries – 
who wrote them?

○ Purpose of a source and who 
drives that purpose

● Scholarly vs. popular
○ Focus on process

Teaching Techniques

● Focus on knowledge production 
and dissemination

● Use critical information studies, 
critical literacy, and cultural 
studies

● No checklist thinking allowed
● Incorporate privileged and 

non-privileged voices



Subject Headings
Assessment Techniques

● Problematize subject headings
○ Students identify problematic 

classifications or exclusion of 
specific populations

● Discuss disciplinary languages
● Evaluate their evaluation

Teaching Techniques

● Focus on process - how things 
get categorized (be meta)

● Use catalog, databases, Google, 
institutional repositories, digital 
collections, etc.



Developing Questions
● Coming to the class armed with good questions is the MOST IMPORTANT 

aspect of prepping for a CIL session
● Good questions set you up for good assessment

○ Were they able to answer them?
○ Was there class involvement?
○ Did they take the dialogue where you hoped? (i.e. was it high level?)

● Question for audience:

Do you “read the students’ world” to prepare for your IL sessions? How? How does 
it inform it?



Thank You! Follow-up questions: 
adowney@reed.edu


